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Links

01 PROFILE

 A computer Science student who loves solving problems and coding. Coding
isn't just a skill for me, it's a passion that drives me to explore new possibilities
and prepare refined solutions. I succeed in the challenge of turning ideas into
functional and efficient code. 
 I am open to exciting opportunities, collaborations, and projects aligning with
my coding and problem-solving passion.

02 EMPLOYEMENT HISTORY

Developed, optimized, and maintained WordPress websites.
Led the successful migration of multiple websites, ensuring enhanced
stability, improved performance, and easier maintenance.
Engaged with national and international clients for suggestions and
feedback throughout the development and implementation process.
Cross-tested website designs across multiple browsers and mobile devices.

Freelancer at FiverrJuly 23 - May 2024

03 EDUCATION

Aug 2022 - Present

Bachelors in Computer Science

ISLAMIA UNIVERSITY OF BAHAWALPUR

Proficient in programming languages such as Java, C++, Python, and JavaScript.
Familiarity with control systems concepts like Git.
Exposure to artificial intelligence and machine learning concepts.
They collaborated on team projects, demonstrating effective communication
and teamwork skills.
I applied problem-solving techniques to analyze and solve complex
programming challenges.

Portfolio
https://abdulmoiz.net

LinkedIn
linkedin.com/in/moiz-codebyte/

https://www.abdulmoiz.net/
https://abdulmoiz.net/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/moiz-codebyte/


04 SKILLS

WordPress Development HTML

CSS    JavaScript

05 LANGUAGES

English Urdu

06 COURSE

Oct 2022 - Dec 2022 WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT at NFTP

NodeJs MySQL

MongoDB React

IT Infrastructure Optimization: Optimizing our IT infrastructure to ensure
scalable solutions for our clients.
Strategic Technology Planning: Collaborating with teams to develop and
execute strategic technology plans aligned with business objectives.
Website Management: Managing the website, ensuring our clients seamless
and user-friendly online presence. 

IT Expert at Digital GrowthJan  - Apr 2024

Developing Chrome Extensions: Designed and developed Chrome extensions
using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.
React Integration: Developed Chrome extensions with React, enhancing the
functionality and user interface of the extensions.
Team Collaboration: Worked closely with cross-functional teams to,
implement new features, and ensure smooth integration of extensions
within existing systems.

Chrome Extension Developer Intern at BytelogistMar - May 2024


